Ever wondered how theme parks are designed, museum exhibits created or roller coasters engineered? Ever thought, “Wow, I’d love to do that for a living, but I don’t know where to start?” Then be sure to attend the Themed Entertainment Association’s “TEA Experience Café” on April 23rd!

At this panel presentation and networking event, five industry professionals with over 50 years of combined experience will define themed entertainment (it’s more than just roller coasters) and share their stories on how they chose their career (or how their career chose them)! They’ll also offer some tips on how, with virtually any degree, you too can have a role in this exciting field. If you are ready to dip your toes into the themed entertainment field, or want to learn more about this exciting industry and how you can contribute to it, then this event is for you!

Harvey Auditorium
Hyran E. Barefoot Student Union
Thursday, April 23, 2015
2:00 PM – 4:00 PM
Refreshments to Follow